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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Research Background 

Generally, debate is the way of two people or more arguing and defending 

their argument upon some controversial issues. In the end of the debate, it has to 

convince the judges and audiences that their point is the right one (Alasmari& 

Ahmed, 2012). According to Bellon (2000), Kevin (2006) and Billman 

&Christiensen. (2008), debate has several benefits, they are: (a) increasing the 

critical thinking; (b) improving the academic skills; and (c) enhancing the 

academic and occupation achievement. 

Krieger (2005) also explains that debate is the best way to engage both 

cognitive and linguistic skill of the learners. It possesses not only a good 

communication skill but also writing, speaking, and listening practice (Torky, 

2006 and Alasmari& Ahmed, 2012). In regard of its benefits, debate is broadly 

used in the teaching and learning process as one of teaching techniques, more 

specific in teaching speaking skill. 

Debate and speaking are two things that cannot stand alone. Debate is one 

of the activities which trigger the students to speak a lot. In order to make the 

debate is much convincing, thus our speaking needs to sound communicative. 

There are two aspects of communicative speaking: fluency and accuracy. 

Fluency deals with the results of continuous speaking and being the standardized 

of communicative English proficiency level (Hedge, 2000). Meanwhile accuracy 

is another measurement of communicative English proficiency level which 
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emphasizing on the use of correct grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary (Ano, 

2005). 

Since in debating not only requires the understanding of the topic but also 

the ability in generating the ideas into spoken words, there are, indeed, some 

people believe that debaters have high fluency and accuracy. It has been proven 

through several tests conducted by some researchers that debate can enhance 

speaking ability of the students. Yonsisno (2014) proved that debating technique 

used in eleventh grade students of SMA Negeri 2 Sungai Penuh could increase 

the speaking skill of the students. From his data stated that the improvement was 

11.4%. On this regard, the researcher analyses a deeper study about the students’ 

speaking fluency and accuracy. 

 The previous studies closely related to this research are still limited. Those 

were written by Alasmari & Ahmed (2012), Vargo (2012), and Yonsisno (2014). 

Alasmari & Ahmed (2012) concerned about the use of debate in EFL classes. 

They tried to present the rationale behind the using of debate and offered a few 

modules of debating whereas Vargo (2012) gives more rational upon critics of 

debate technique in teaching. Lastly, Yonsisno (2014) focused about the effect of 

using debating technique toward senior high students’ speaking ability. He 

analyzed on whether the use of debating technique brought a significant impact 

to students’ speaking ability.This research is also urgent to be done, because 

there are still a lot of misperception towards speaking fluency and accuracy of 

debaters. Some people might believe that debaters have both excellent fluency 

and very accurate in their speaking. Even there are already several previous 
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researches about speaking fluency and accuracy in debating, but those researches 

only happened in classroom and not in the real debate situation.  

On this research, the researcher goes to a deeper study about the speaking 

fluency and accuracy happened in the real debate not in the classroom. The 

finding of this research later on will also portray thedebaters’ level of fluency and 

accuracy in EDS ILF UMM. 

 

1.2 Research Problems 

Based on the background above, the problems can be founded as follows: 

1. How is debaters’ level of fluency in EDS ILF UMM? 

2. How is debaters’ level of accuracy in EDS ILF UMM? 

1.3 Research Objectives 

As already stated in the research problems, the objectives of this research 

are: 

1. To know the debaters’ level of fluency in EDS ILF UMM. 

2. To know the debaters’ level of accuracy EDS ILF UMM. 

 

1.4 Scope and Limitation 

The research focuses the speaking skills used by debaters of EDS ILF 

UMM. The scope of this research is speaking fluency and accuracy used in 

debating. The limitation is the 6th semester debaters of EDS ILF UMM. 
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1.5 Research Significance 

The researcher believes this research can be used both theoretically and 

practically. Theoretically, this research can strengthen any related theories and 

even can help other researchers to make a new theory related to the speaking and 

fluency in debating. Practically, this research can give significant contribution to 

the teachers who use debate as the technique used in speaking class. They can 

more aware to evaluate their students and also give them challenge how to make 

their students have the balance proportion between fluency and accuracy. 

 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

The definition of key terms of this research are: 

Speaking is the process where meaning between interlocutors are being 

constructed and it creates the information exchange (Khoironiyah, 2011).  

Fluency within this context of research is determined through three standardized: 

the total number of words spoken in a fixed time (wpm), mean length of 

pauses, and the number of disfluencies per minute; including hesitation, 

filler, number of repetitions and number of revisions(Kormos&Dénes, 2004; 

Ano, 2005; and Karimy and Pishkar, 2017). 

Accuracy concerns more in analyzing the grammatical errors. The frequency in 

percentage and the kind of errors which found the most are the main part 

which is being investigated in measuring accuracy (Ano, 2005). 

Debating is the activity involving both cognitive and linguistic ability, especially 

in speaking skills. It is also possessing the ability of argumentation to 
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convince another party and practicing a more advance and meaningful 

listening, speaking, and writing practice (Krieger, 2005). 

EDS ILF, English Debating Society International Language Forum, is one of 

Student Activity Units in University of Muhammadiyah Malang which 

focuses on digging global issues and arguing it in the form of English 

debating. 


